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Westinghouse Energy Systems g 3|) g ,, g 33 3333
Electric Corporation

DCP/NRCI186 ;

NSD NRC.97 5490 !
'

Docket No.: $2-003
!

December l$,1997

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20$$$

A1TENTION: T.R, QUAY

SUlHECT: AP600 RESPONSE TO FSER OPEN ITEMS :

'

Dear Mr. Quay:

Enclosed with this letter are the Westinghouse responses to FSER open licans on the AP600, A ,

sumtnary of the enclosed responses is provided in Table 1. Included in the table is the FSER open i

item number, the associated OITS number, and the status to be designated in the Westinghouse status >

column of Oils.

The NRC should review the enclosure and infonn Westinghouse of the status to be designated in the i

"NRC Status" column of OITS. ;

Please contact me on (412) 374-4334 if you have any questions concerning this transmittal.

%4h - b
lirian A. McIntyre, Manager

'

Advanced Plant Safety and 1.icensing

'
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Enclosure

cc: W. C, Iluffman, NRC (Enclosure) t

N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse (w/o Enclosure) |
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NSD NRC-97 5490 2- December l$,1997 ;

I

Table 1
1.ist of FSI:lt Open items included in letter DCP/NRCil86

FSI:R Ogien item OITS Number Westinghouse status in OITS
1

410.366F 6284 ConGrm W |

410.367F 6285 Con 0rm W

410.3681 6286 ConUlm W

410.369F 6287 Conurm W

410.370F 6288 Action N

410.373F 6291 Conurm W

410.374F 6292 Con 0nn W

410.377F 6295 ConGrm W

440.745F 6257 Action N
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NRC FFER OPEN ITEM
,

FSER Open item 410.366F (OITS . 6284)

In accordance with TMI Action Plan item Ill.D.3.4, COL applicants referencing the AP600 design
must demonstrate that control room operators are adequately protected against the effects of the release
of toxic substances either on or off site, and that the plant can be safely operated or shut down under
conditions created by any design basis accident. The COL applicant must also determine the amounts
and locations of any possible sources of toxic substances near the plant using the methods in RG 1.78
and RG 1.95. The COL applicant must provide toxic gas detectors where necessary to permit
automatic isolation of the control room. This was a DSER COL Action item 6.4 l. In the text of
SSAR Section 6.4.7, Westinghouse states that COL a.pplicants referencing the AP600 design are
responsible for the amount and location of possible sources of toxic chemicals in or near the plant and
toxic gas monitoring as required, and that RGs 1.78 and 1.95 address control room protection for toxic
chemicals.

(a) Westinghouse needs to state specincally that COL appheants referencing the AP600 certined
design are responsible for the amount and location of possible sources of toxic chemicals in or near '

the plant and for seismic Category 1 Class lE tos,ic gas monitoring as required, and is also responsible
for evaluating and off site toxic releases in accordance with the guidelines of RGs 1.78 and 1.95 in
order to meet the requirements of TMI Action Plan item III.D.3.4 and GDC 19.

(b) In the unlikely event that power to the VBS is unavailable for more than 72 hours, htCR
habitability is maintained by operating one of two MRC ancillary fans to supply outside air to the
MRC. Westinghouse believes that the outside air will be acceptable for use within 72 hours following
a radiological release. However, Westinghouse needs to provide additional information in the SSAR
on the Post 72 hour toxic gas actions. Since Westinghouse has stated that this is the responsibility of
the COL applicant, Westinghouse needs to state specifically that COL spplicants referencing the
AP600 certined design are responsible for evaluating the Post 72 hour on and off site toxic releases in
accordance with the guidelines of RGs 1.78 and 1.95 in order to meet the requirements of TMI Action
Plan item Ill.D 3.4 and GDC 19.

Response:

(a) He combined license information provided in SSAR subsection 6.4.7 will be revised to include
reference io RG 1.78 and 1.95 in order to meet the requirements of TMI Action Plan
item lli.D.3.4 and GDC 19.

(b) The combined license infonnation provided in SSAR subsection 6.4.7 will be revised to include
the potential for toxic releases beyond 72 hours.

SSAR Resiston See attached markup.
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6.4 , Habitability Systems

ne habitability systems are a set of individual systems that collectively provide the
habitability functions for the plant. De systems that make up the habitability systems are the:

Nuclear islar.d nonradioactive ventilation system (VBS)+

Main control room emergency habitability system (VES)+

Radiation monitoring system (RMS)+

Plant lighting system (ELS)*

r, wt;en Sp> (f PU W o. Me R e e,

When a source of ac power is available, the nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation
system (VBS) provides normal and abnormal HVAC service to the main control room (MCR),
technical support center (TSC), instmmentation and control rooms, de equipment rooms,

I battery rooms, and the nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system equipment room as
I desenbed in subsection 9.4.1.

'

'When a source of ac power is not available to operate the nuclear island nonradioactive
l ventilation system or radioactivity is detected in the MCR air supply, which could lead to
I exceeding General Design Cnterion 19 operator dose' limits, the main control room emergency

habitability systera (VES) is capable of providing emergency ventilation and pressurizaticn
for the main control room. De main control room emergency habitability system also
provides emergency passive heat sinks for the main control room, instmmentation and control'
rooms, and de equipment . .sms.

Radiation monitoring of the main control room environment is provided by the mdiation
monitoring system. Smoke detection is provided in the VBS system. Emergency lighting is
provided by the plant lighting system. Storage capacity is provided in the main control room
for personnel support equipment. M,nd ho s. it d1895 utMr th' N C-3 4 pe t@cr

a r e. pre Al*a t+,; r e.,t:n g h e. n H %.i escA3
6.4.1 Safety Design Basis Pe u. W0.} b d

The safety design bases discussed here apply only to the portion of the individual system
providing the specified function. De range of applicability is discussed in subs stion 6.4.4.

6.4.1.1 Main Control Room Design Basis
.

ne habitability systems provide coverage for the ms.in control room pressure boundary as
defined in subsection 6.4.2.1 De following discussion summarizes the safety design bases
with respect to the main control room:

ne habitability systems are capable of maintaining the main control room environment+

suitable for prolonged occupancy throughout the duration of the postulatsJ accidents
discussed in Chapter 15 that require protection from the release of radioactivity. Refer
to Section 3.1 and subsections 6.4.4 and 15.6.5.3 for a discussion on conformance with
General De-ign Criterion 19 and to Section 1.9 for a discussion on conformance with
Generic issue B-66.

Revision: 14
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ne main control room is designed to withstand the effects of an SSE and a design basis+

tomado.-

A maximum main control room occupancy of up to 11 peruns can be accommodated.*

De radiation exposure of main control room personnel throughout the durauon of the*

postulated limiung faults discussed in Chapter 15 does not exceed the hmits set by
General Design Cntenon 19.

De emergency habitabihty system maintains CO concentration to less than 0.5 percentI *
3

I for up to 11 main control room occupants.

He habitability systems provide the capability to detect and protect main control room.

penonnel from extemal fire, smoke, and airborne radioactivity.

Automatic t.ctuation of the individual systems that perform a habitability systems.

function is provided. Smoke detectors, radiation detectors, and associated control
equipment are installed at various plant locations as necessary to provide the appropriate
operation of the systems.

6.4.1.2 Instrumentation and Control Room /DC Equipment Rooms Design Basis

De habitability systems are also designed to service the instrumentation and control rooms
and de equipment rooms. De habitability systems are capable of maintaining the temperature
in the instrumentation and control rooms and de equipment rooms below the equipment
qualification temperature bmit throughout the durauon of the postulated accidents discussed
in Chapter 15 an SSE, or design basis tornado.

6.4.2 System Description

Only the main control room emergency habitabihty system is oiscussed in this subsection.
The remaining systems are described only as necessary to define their functions in r'eeung
the safety related design bases of the habitability systems. Descriptions of the nuclear island
nonradioactive ventilation system, fire protection system, plant lighting system, and radiation
monitonng system are found in subsections 9.4.1,9.5.1,9.5.3, and Section 11.5, respectively.

6A.2.1 Deftaltion of the Main Control Room Pressure Boundary

.
- +.,.j.

ne areas, equipment, and matetials to which the main control room operator requires access'#

h4. 4 dunng a postulated accident are shown in Figure 6.41. His figure is a subset of
Figure 1.2 8. Areas adjacent to the main control room are shown in Figures 1.2 25
and 1.2 31. De layout, size, and ergonomics of the operator workstations and wall panel
informauon system depicted in Figure 6.41 do not reflect the resuhs of the design process
desenbed in Chapter 18. The actual size, shape, ergonwaict and layout of the operator
workstanons and wall panel information system is an output of tiit design process in
Chapter 18.

Revision: 17
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Insert A for section 6.4.2.1 (410.369)

The main control room pressure boundary is located on elevation
117'-6" in the auxiliary building, on the nuclear island. As
shown in Figure 6.4-1, the pressure boundary encompasses the main
control area, tagging room, operator area, shift supervisors
office, clerks desk, kitchen, and toilet facilities. The
pressure boundary is represented by the heavy, solid line around
the periphery of the boundary in the figure. The stairwell
' leading down to elevation 100' .is specifically excluded from the i

boundary.
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6.4.2.2 General Description

l ne main control room emergency habitabinty system air storage vessels have a combined
I minimum volume of 1475 cubic feet and are sized to deliver the required air flow to the

main control room to meet the ventilation and pressurization requirements for 72 hours based
on the performance requirements of subsecuon 6.4.1.1. Normal system makeup is provided
by a contiection to the breathable quality air compressor in the compressed and insuument air
system (CaS). See subsection 9.3.1 for a description of the CAS. A connection for refilling
operation is provided in the CAS.

De function of providing passive heat sinks for the main control room, instrumentation and
control rooms, and de equipment rooms is part of the mam control room emergency
habitability system. De heat sinks for each room are designed to limit the temperature rise
inside each room during the 72 hour period following a loss of nuclear island nonradioactive
ventilation system operation. De heat sinks consist primarily of the thermal mass of the
concrete that makes up the ceilings and walls of these rooms.

To enhance the heat absorbing capability of the ceilings, a metal form is attached to the
interior surface of the concrete at selected locations. Metallic plates are attached perpendicular
to the form. Dese plates extend into the room and act as thermal fins to enhance the heat
transfer from the room air to the concrete. De specifics of the fin construction for the main

'conuol room and I&C room ceilings are described in subsection 3.8.4.1.2.

He normal operating temperatures in the main control room, instrumentation and control
rooms, de equipment rooms, and adjacent rooms are kept within a specified range by the
nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system in order to maintain a design basis initial heat
sink capacity of each room. See subsectiori 9.4.1 for a description of the nuclear island
nonradioactive venulation system.

In the unlikely event that power to the nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system is
unavailable for more than 72 hours, MCR habitability is maintained by operating one of the
two MCR ancillary fans to supply outside air to the MCR. See subsection 9.4.1 for a
desenption of this cooling mode of operation. Doots and ducts may be opened to provide a
supply pathway and an exhaust pathway. Likewise, outside air is supplied to division B
and C instrumentation and control rooms in order to maintain the ambient temperature below
the qualification temperature of the equipment.

I

ne main control room emergency habitability system piping and instrumentation diagram is
shown in Figure 6.4-2.

,

6.4.2.3 Component Description

i ne main control room emergency habitability system compressed air supply contains a set
I of storage tanks connected to e. main and an attemate air delivery line. Compone,nts common
I to both lines include a manual isolation valve, a pressure regulating valve, and a flow
I metering onfice. Single active failure protection is provided by the use of redundant,

Revision: 17
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,

I remotely operated isolation vaives, which are beated within the MCR pressure boundary. In
I the event of insufficient or excessive flow in the main delivery line, the main delivery line
I is isolated and the altemate delivery line is manually actuated. De e.ltemate delivery line
I contains the same components as the main delivery line with the exception of the smotely
I operated isolation valves, and thus is capable of supplying compressed air to the MCR
I pressure boundary at the required air flowrate.

Emergency Air Storage Tanks*

I here are a total of 32 air storage tanks. The air stornge tanks are constructed of forged,
seamless pipe, with no welds, and conform to Section VIH and Appendix 22 of the

i ASME Code. ne design pressure of the air storage tanks is 4000 psi. De storage
I tanks collectively contain a minimum storage capacity of 314,132 scf.

Pressure Regulating Valve+

Each compressed air supply line contains a pressure regulating valve located downstream
of the common header. The pressure at the outlet of the valve is controlled via a self
contained pressure control operator. The downstream pressure is set so that the flow rate
can be controlled by an orifice downstream of the valve.

Flow Metering Orifice*

The flow rate of air delivered to the main control room pressure boundary is limited by
an orifice located downstream of the pressure regulating va've. De orifice is sized to

,
provide the required air flowrate to the main control room pressure boundary.

Remotely Operated Isolation Valve*

I ne pressure boundary of the compressed air storage tanks is maintained by normally
I closed remotely operated isolation valves in the main supply line. These valves are
i located within MCR pressure boundaly downstream of the pressure regulating valve and
I automatically initiate air flow upon receipt of a signal to open (see subsection 6.4.3.2).

Pressure Relief Isolation Valve*

To limit the pressure increase within the main control room, isolation valves are
provided, one in each of redundant flowpaths, which open on a time delay after receipt
of an emergency habitability system actuation signal. The valves provide a leak tight
seal to protect the integrity of the main control room pressure boundary during norma!
operation, and are normally closed to prevent interference with the operation of the
nonradioactive ventilation system.

Revision: 17
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7

Pressure Rehef Damper*
.

Pressure relief dampers are located downstream of the butterfly isolation ulves, and are
i set to open on a differential pressure of at least 1/8 inch water gauge. The differential

pressure between the control room and the relief damper exhaust location is monitored
to ensure that a positive pressure is maintained in the control room with resp:ct to its
surroundings. '

Control Room Access Doon*

Two sets of doors, with a vestibule between that acts as an airlock, are provided at the
access to the main control room.

Breathing Apparatus1
*

s

h Self-contained portable breathing equipment with air bottles is stored inside the main

H control room pressure boundary. The amount of stored air is sufficient to provide a
6-hour supply of Sreathable air for up to 11 main :ontrol room occupants. This is
backup protection .c the permanently installed habitability systems.

[ 6.4.2.4 Lenktightness

.fThe main coi. trol room pressure boundary a ussigned for low leakage e s

cast in place reinforced concrete walls and slabs, and is constructed to u ge

threugh construction joints and penetrations. The following features are a exced in
order to achieve this obje,tive:

The outside turface of penetradons sleeves in contact with concrete are sealed with*

i epoxy crack sealer. The piping and electrical cable penetrations are scaled with qualified
pressure resistant material compatible with pennation matetials and/or cable jacketing.

The interior or exterior surfaces of *he main control room envelope (walls, floor, and*

. ciling) are coated with low perme.scility paint / epoxy sealant..

.

i Inside surfaces of penetrations and sleeves in contact with commodities (i.e., pipes and*
.

I conduits, etc.' are sealed. Main control room pressure boundary HVAC isola' ion valves'

i i are quaufied to shut tight against control room pressure.

Penetration sealing materials a's designed to withstand at least 1/4-inch water gauge*

I pressure differential in an air pressure barrier. Penetration sealing mr*.erici is gypsum
I cement or equivalent.

| The piping, conduits, and electrical cable trays penetrating through any combination of main
I contre' room pressure boundny are sealed with seal assembly compatible with the materials

of pensration commoditiet. 'anetration sealing materials are selected to meet barrier design

o
i

Revision: 17
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a M
'4 (*-
04 * * f*5f requirements and are designed to withstand specific area enviroamental design requirements j

T)I ud remain functional and undamaged dunng and following an SSE.h 3! 3
* 9

L.

?j j+ l
\ . s

The main control room pressure boundary main entrance is designed with an airlock type '4'

0) double-door vestibule. The emergency exit door (stairs to elevation 100) is normally closed.' 3 4
'$9 si ; and remams closed under design basis source term conditions. ;

* Y 3 t. 'j..a,
?rij When the mair. control room pressure boundary is isolated in an accident situation, there is 44
1 s9 no direct communication with the outside atmosphere, nor is there communicatior, with the ,p; g{i

9

9;#u!p
normal ventilation system. Leakage from the main control soon. pressure boundary is the f,g'

I tult of an intemal pressure of at least 1/binch water gauge provided by emergency *. c g i
$,4*d habitability system operation. ( .,
zT aS]"

ne exfiltration arf infiltration analysis for nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation syst: n (4Mjj j i
* 3 '- operation is discussed in subsection 9.4.1. asn s

$ a'
.v. , a

6.4.2.5 Interaction with Other Zones and Pressurized Equipment ] ~3 j;'
-

*'

C The main control room emergency habitability svstem is a self contained system. There i )'Q
no interaction between other zones and pressurized equipment.

) 'i at. t
..

For a discussion of the nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system refer to i e a
subsection 9.4.1. 4$$

6.4.2.6 Shielding DesQn

The design basis loss-of-coolr.t accident (LOCA) dictates the shielding rr quirements for the h
main control room. Main control rooin shielding design bases are discuss < d in Section 12.3. ,

Descdpdons of the design basis LOCA source terms, main control room shielding parameters, ?
and evaluation of doses to men control room personnel are presented in Section 15.6. -

The main control room r.nd its location in the plant are shown in F.gure 12.3-1.

6.4.3 System Operathn

This subsection discusses the operr. tion of the main control room emer;;ency habitability
system.

C.4.3.1 Normal Mode

The main control room emergency habitability system is not requimd to operate during normal
conditions. The nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system maintains the air temperature
of a number of rooms within a predetermined temperature range. The rooms with this
requirement include the rooms with a main control room emergency habitab'lity system
passive heat sink design and their adjacent rooms.

Revision: 17
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6.4.3.2 Emergency Mode

Operation of the main control room emergency it;itability system is automatically initiated
by the following safety related signals: ,

High high particulate or iodine ratioactivity in the main control room supply air duct*

Loss of ac power*

Operation can also be initiated by manual actuation.

If radiatir.n levels in the mam control room supply air duct exceed the "high high" setpoint, ,

the nuclear island nonradioac6ve ventilation system is isolated from the main control room
pressure boundary by automatic closure of the isolation devices located in the nuc' ear island
nonradioactive ventilation system dut.twork. At the same time, the main control room
emergency habitability system begins to deliver air from the emergency air storage based to 'M

( l the main contrr' room by automatically opening the isolation valves located in the supply line.
fterTMighLume delay, in "Sh dis dein con:rel sceni pressure-increases-.!!ght!ytet

Nio.377f phc :.ddi:ica of 2,pe, isolation valves open/ allowing the pressure relief dampers to function.
.

3, s
n.n ed s w he*

After the main control room emergency habitability system isolation valves are ooened, the
air supply pressure is regulated by,a self-contained regulating valve. This valve maintains a ,

8constant downstream pressure regardless of the upstream pressure. A constant air flow rate
is maintained by the flow metering orifice downstream of the pressure regulating valve. This

I flow rate is sufficient to maintain the mairi control room pressure boundary at least 1/8-inch
water gauge positiu differential pressure with respect to the surroundings. The main control
room emergency habitability system air flow rate is also sufficient so maintain the carbon

I dioxide leW4 below 0.5 percent concentration for 11 occupants and to maintain air quality
I within the guidelines of Table C 2 of Reference 2
I

Re emergency air storage tanks are sized to provide the required air flow to the main control
I room pressure bcundary for 72 hours. After 72 hours, the main control room is cooled by

drawing in outside air and circulating it through the room, as discussed in subsection 6.4.2,2.
<

l ne temperature and humidity in the main control room pressure boundary following a loss
i of the nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system remuri within limits for reliable human
I perfonnance (References 2 and 3) over a 72-hour pened. sufficient thermal mass is provided

in the walls and ceiling of the main control roo n to absorb the heat generated by the
equipment, lights, and occupants. The temperature in the instmmentation and control rooms
and de equipment rooms following a loss of th( uudear island nonradioactive ventilatien
system remains bdow 120'F over a 72-hour period. As in the main control room, sufficient
thermal mass is provided surrounding these rooms to absorb the heat generat:d by the
equipment. After 72 hours, the instrumentation and control rooma will be cooled by drawing
in outside air and circulap.ng it th:ough the room, as discussed in subsection 6.4.2.2.

In ne event of a loss of ac power, the nuclear island nonradicactive ventilation system
I isolation valves automatically clese and the main control room emergene c habitability system

Revision: 17
3 Westirigh00S8 6.4-7 October 31,1997
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.

isolation valves automatically open. These actions protect the main control room occupants
from a potenual radiauon release. In instances in which there is no radiological source term
present, the compressed air storage tanks are refilled via a connection to the breathable quality

I air compressor in the compressed and instrument air system (CAS). The compressed air
I storage tangcan also be refilled from portable supplies by an installed connection in the CAS.

o.4.4 System Safety Evaluation

'

Doses to mam control room personnel resulting from a postul4ted LOCA are presented in
subsection 15.6.5.3. The doses associated with the LOCA are bounding for all other design
basis accidents. No radioactive matenals are stored or transported near the main control room

pressure boundary.

As discussed and evaluated in subsection 9.5.1, the use of noncombustible construction and
heat and flame resistant materials throughout the plant reduces the likelihood of fire and
consequential impact on the main control room atmosphere. Operation of the nuclear island
nonradioactive ventiladon system in the ev:nt of a fire is discussed in subsect on 9.4.1.-

^

The exnaust stacks of the onsite standby power diesel generators' are located in excess of
150 feet away from the fresh air intakes of the main control room. The onsite standby power
system fuel oil storage tanks are located in excess of 100 feet from the main control room
fresh air intakes. These separation distances reduce the possibility that combustion fumes or
smoke from an oil ' ire would be drawn into the main control room.

The protection of the operators in the main control room from offsite toxic gas releases is
discussed in Section 2.2. The sources of onsite chemicals are described in Table 6.41 and
their locations are shown on Figure 1.2 2. Analysis of these sources are in accordance with

I Regulatory Guide 1.78 and shows that these sources do not represent a toxic hazard to control
! room personnel.

A supply of protective clothing, respirators, and self contained breathing appa atus adequate
for 11 persens it stored within the main control room pressure boundary.

The main control room emergency habitability system components discussed in
I subsection 6.4.2.3 are arranged s shown in Figure 6.4 2. The location of components and

piping within the main control room pressure boundary provides the required supply of
compitssed air to the main control room pressure boundary, as shown in Figure 6.41.

During emergency operation, the main control room emergency habitability system passive
I heat sinks are designed to limit the temperature inside the main control room to remam within*

i limits for relia 6te human performance (References 2 and 3) over 72 hours, and to limit the
air temperature inside the instrumentation and control rooms and de equipment rooms to
120*F. The walls and ceilings that act as the passive heat sinks contain sufficient thermal'

mass to accommodate the heat sources from equipment, personnel, and lighting for 72 hours.

,

,

Revision: 17
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I ne v.ain control room emergency habi' ability system- nominally provides 65 scfm of
I ventilation air to the main control room from the compressed air s'orage taus. Sixty scfm
i of ventilation flow is sufficient to pressur'te the control room to at least 1/8 inch water gauge

differential pressure in addition to limiting the carbon dioxide concentration below one-half
I percent by volume for a maximum occupancy of 11 persons and maintaining air quality within
I the guidelines of Table C 2 of Reference 2.

Automatic transfer of habitability system functions from the nuclear island nonradioactive
ventilation system to the main control room emergency habitability system is accomplished
by the receipt of one of two signals:

"High-high" paniculate or iodine radioactivity in MCR air supply*

Loes of ac power sources+

ne airbome fission prduct source term in the reactor containment following the postulated
i LOCA is assumed to leak from the containment and airbome fission products ce assumed to
i result from spent fuel pool steaming. The concenWion of radioactivity, which is assumed

to surround the main control room, after the postuimed accident, is evaluated as a function of
the fission p c6uct decay constants, the containment leak rate, and the meteorological
condi: ions assumed. The assessment of the amount of radioactivity within the main control
room takes into consideration ,the radiological decay of fission products and the

'
infiltration /exfiltration rates to and from the main control room pressure boundary.

A single active failure of a component of the main control toom emergency habitability
system or nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system does not impair the capability of

I the systems to accomplish their intended functions. The Class IE components of the mairt
I control room emergency habitability sptem are connected to independent Class IE power
i supplies. Both the main control room emegency habitability system and the portions of the

nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation ss 1em which isolates the mair, control room are
designed to remain functional during an - or design basis tomado.

6.4.5 Inservice inspection / Inservice Testing

A program of preoperational and postoperational testing requirements is implemented to
confirm initial and continued system capability. He VES system is tested and inspected at
eppropriate intervals, as defined by the technical specifications. Emphasis is placed on tests ;

and inspections of the safety related portions of the habitability systems.

6.4.5.1 Preoperational Inspection and Testing

- Preoperatwnal testing of the main control room emergency habitability system is performed
I to venfy that the air flow rate of 65 25 scfm is sufficient to maint'in pressurization of the
i main control room envelope of at least 1/8 inch water gauge with respect to the adjacent

areas. De positive pressure within the main control room is confirmed via the differential
pressure transmitters within the control room. He installed flow meters are utilized to verify ,

the system flow rates. He pressurization of the control room limits the ingress of I

i
|
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I radioactivity to maintain operator dose limits below regulatory limits. Air quality within the
| MCR environment is confirmed to be within the guidelines of Table C 2 of Reference I by
I analyzing air samples taken during the pressurization test.

I ne storage capacity of the compressed air storage tanks is verified to be in excess of
I 314,132 scf. This amount of corrpressed air will assure 72 hours of air supply to the main
I control room.

An inspection will verify that the heat loads within the rooms identified in Table 6.4 3 are less
than the specified values.

I Preoperational testing of the main centrol room isolation valves in the nuclear island
I nonradicactive ventilation tystt.m is performed to verify the leaktightness of the valves.

Testing and inspection of the radiation monitors is discussed in Section 11.5. The other tests
noted above are discussed in Chapter 14.

6.4.5.2 In-service Testing

In. service testing of the main control room emergency habitability system and nuclear island
nonradioactive ventilation system is conducted in accordance with the surveillance
requirements specified in the technical speci'ications in Chapter 16.

Leaktightness testing of the main control room pressure boundary is conducted in accordance
with the frequency specified in the technical spgeifications.a

6.4.5.3 Air Quality Testing

Connections are provided for sampling the air supplied from the compressed and instrument
I air system and for pedodic sampling of the air stored in the stcage tanks. Air samples of the
| compressed air storage tank; are trken quanerly and analyzed for acceptable air quality within
I the guidelines of Table C 2 of Reference 1.

6.4.6 instrumentation Requirements
.

He indications in the main control room used to monitor the main control room emergency
habitability system and nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system are listed in
Table 6.4-2.

Instnamentation required for actuation of the main control room emergency habitability system
and nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system are discussed in subsection 7.3.1.

Details of the radiation monitors used to provide the main control room indication of actuation
of the nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system supplemental filtration mode of
operation and actuation of main control room emergency habitability system operation are
given in Section 11.5.

,

Revision: 17
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6. Engineered Safety Features
,

.

A description of initiating circuits, logic, periodic testing requirements, and redundancy of
* instrumentation relating to the habitability systems is provided in Section 7.3. , p ;: q

6.4.7 Combined I.Acense Information 4.e#4:4<Catt),<y I. N a 1E

Combined License applicants referencing the AP600 cenified design are responsible for the
I amount and location ;f possible sources of toxic chemicals in or near the plant andkoxic gas
I monitonng, as required. Regulatory Guides 1.78 and 1.95 address control room protection

dr 9 % icWd
a4 + < eoloativfa n sN tssto releases GovtvJt )/.*w +he

I for toxic chemicals, t 4 re.t+ m s ge tk h oors ) ;* * *. a hem-4.r +..p.4 tius A teasts+.<y 49t & cs t.W ><a L,t f *.4 erw 1o meet +he .
( f e' d i~ c O m ; ;pp S - m : a m r ::!: f= :_.; ge.T., ms-. ., ' 't *' ' * * *;.

- wr M..p n a = - - s m u __ (', ,' j ) etsn % m
6.4.8 References 2.D 3.i *d

4 bc 89.
I 1. "Ventilauon for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality." ASHRAE Standard 62 1989,

1 App:-+ 09-
C

| 2. " Human Engineering Design Guidelines," MIL HDBK 759t 31 July 1995.

I 3. " Human Engineering," MIL-STD-1472E, 31 October 1996.
'

I
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Table 6.4-1

ONSITE CEEMICALS

Material State Location

i Hydrogen Gas Gas storage

Nitrogen Liquid Turbine bldg.

CO Liquid Turbine bids.

Oxygen Scavenger Liquid Turbine bldg.

pH Addinon Liquid Turbine bldg.

Sulfunc Acie Liquid Turbine bldg.

Sodium Hydroxide Liquid Turbine bldg.

Dispersant''' Liquid Turbine bidg.

Fuel Oil Liquid DG fuel oil storage tank /DG bldg / Turbine
bldg / Annex bldg.

Corrosion Inhibitor Liquid Turbine bldg.

Scale inhibitor Liquid Turb!:.e bldg.

Biocide / Disinfectant Liquid Turbine bldg.

Algicide Liquid Turbine bldg.

d2$11
(a) Site specific, by Combined License applicant

' Revision: 14
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Table 6.4 2

MAIN CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY INDICATIONS AND ALARMS

VES emergency air storage tank pressure (indication and low and low low alarms)

VES MCR pressure boundary differential pressure (indicador. and high and low alarms)
.

VES air delivery line flowrate (indication and high and low alarms)

VBS taain control room supply air radiation level (high-high alarmsk

VBS outside air intake smoke level (high alarm)

l VBS isolation valve position
6

|- VBS MCR pressure boundary differential pressure

dAlti
KEY: VES. = Main control room emergency habitability system

VBS = Nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system

MCR = Main control room

,
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| Table 6.4 3

I

l LOSS OF AC POWER HEAT LOAD LD4ITS
I

I Room Name Room Numbers Heat Load Heat lead
i C to 24 hours 14 to 72 Hoors

I (Btu / nee) (Btu /sec)

l MCR Envelope 12401 12.823 3.928

I (Hout 0 through 3)

l 5.133

| (Hour 4 through 24)

i I&C Rooms 12301,12305 8.854 0

l !&C Rooms 12302,12304 13.07 4.22

l de Equipment Rooms 12201,12205 3.792 0

1 (Hour 0 through 1)

1 2.465

l (Hour 2 through 24)

I de Equipment Rooms 12203.12207 5.84 2.05

I (Hout 0 through 1)-

| 4.51

1 (Hour 2 through 24)

.

Revidoe: 13
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Figure 6.41

Main Control Room Envelope
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,' 9. Auxiliary Systems

4

9.4.1.2.1 General Description

9.4.1.2.1.1 Maln Control Room / Technical Support Center HVAC Subsystem

ne main control room / technical support center HVAC subsystem serves the main control
room and technical support center areas with two 100 percent capacity supply air handling
units, return / exhaust air fans, supplemental air filtration units, associated dampers,
instrumentation and controls, and common ductwork. De supply air handling units and
return / exhaust air fans are connected to common ductwork which distributes air to the main
control room and technical suppon center areas. The main control room envelope consists
of the main control room, shift supervisor office, tagging room, toilet, clerk room, and
kitchen / operator area. The technical suppon center areas consist of the main technical support
center operations area, conference rooms, NRC room, computer rooms, shift turnover room,
kitchen / rest area, and restrooms. The main control room and technical support center toilets
have sa parate exhaust fans.

Outside supply air is provided to the plant areas served by the main control room / technical
support center HVAC subsystem through an outside air intake duct that is protected by an
intake enclosure located on the roof of the auxiliary building at elevation 153'-0* Re

i supply, retum, and toilet exhaust are the only HVAC penetrations in the main control room
I envelope and include redundant safety-related seismic Category I isolation valves that are

physically located within the main control room envelope. Redundant safety related radiation
1 monitors are !ocated inside the main control room upstream of the supply air isolation valves.

These monitors initiate operation of the nonsafety related supplemental air filtration units on

high gaseous radioactivity concentrations and isolate the main control room f om the nuclear ~
island nonradioactive ventilation system on high particulate or iowne radioactivity
concentrations. See Secticn 11.5 for a description of the main control room supply air
radiation monitors.

Both redundant trains of supplemental air filtration units and one train of the supply air
handling unit are located in the main control room mechanical equipment room at elevation
135'-3* in the auxiliary building. The other supply air handling unit subsystem is located
in the main control roorr, mechanical equipment room at elevation 135' 3" in the annex
building. The main control room toilet exhaust fan is located at elevation 135' 3" in the
auxiliary building. A humidifier is provided for each supply air handling unit. The supply
air handling unit cooling coils are provided with chilled water from air-cooled chillers in the
central chilled water system See subsection 9.2.7 for the chilled water system description.

The main control room / technical support center EVAC subsysttm is designed so that smoke,
hot gases, and fire suppressant will not migrate from one fire area to another to the extent that
they could advenely affect safe shutdown capabilities, including operator actions. Fire or
combination fire and smoke dampers are provided to isolate each fire area from adjacent fire
areas during and following a fire in accordance with NFPA 90A (Reference 27) requirements.
These combination smoke / fire dampers close in response to smoke detector signals or in
response to the heat from a fire. See Appendix 9A for identification of fire areas,

r8 ,
-
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FSER Open item 410.367F (OITS 6285)

Westinghouse needs to state in SSAR Section 6.4.7 specifically that the COL applicants referencing
the AP600 certified design are responsible for verifying tnat the as-built design, procedures, and
training are consistent with the licensing basis documentation and the intent of Generic Issue 83.

Response:

SSAR subsection 6.4.7 will be revised to address this comment.

SSAR Revision: See markup provided with FSER Open Item 410.366F.

.

410.367F-1
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FSER Open item 410.368F (01TS 6286)

The use of noncombustible constmetion and heat and flame resistant materials throughout the plant to
reduce the likelihood of fire and consequential impact on the MCR envelop atmosphere are evaluated
in SER Section 9.5.1, Westinghouse previously listed the fire protection system (FPS) as one of the
systems that collectively provide the habitability functions for the plant. This list was in SSAR
Revisions up to and including Revision 4, it was subsequently deleted in i.tter SSAR revisions.
Westinghouse needs to list and describe the FPS function as part of the habitability systems.

Response:

SSAR Section 6.4 will be revi:ed to include the fire protection system as one of the systems that
provides habilitability functions for the plant, it will also describe the FPS function as part of the -

habitability systems.

SSAR Revision: See markup provided with FSER Open Item 410.366F.

41. 68F-1
W Westinghouse
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FSER Open item 410.369F (OITS 6287),

The MCR envelop (MCRE)is shawn in Figures 6.41,1.2 8,12.31 and areas adjacent to the MCRE .
- are shown in Figures 1,2 25 through 1.2 31 of the SSAR. - SSAR Table 3.2 3 indicates that the VES is
. located in the auxiliary building, which is a missile protected seismic Category I building. However,
in SSAR Section 6.4.2.1, Westinghouse needs to describe, the enveloping areas of the MCRE and the
MCRE location including Elevation.

Response: -

A decription of the enveloping areas of the MCRE and the MCRE location including elevation will be
added to SSAR subsection 6.4.2.1.

SSAR Revision: See markup provided with FSER Open Item 410.366F.

.
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FSER Open Item 410.370F (OITS 6288)

SSAR Figure 6.4 2 shows a single pressure instrument (PT001) located outside the MCR envelop.
His pressure instrumentation was redundant in previous revisions of the SSAR. The VES is a safety-
related system that must meet the requirements of GDC 19, therefore the post accident pressure
instrumentation must be redundant to meet the single failure criteria it must be Clau IE and conform
with RG 1.97 1983, Ravision 3, and it must be seismic Category I. Therefore, Wes:r.ghouse needs to
revise the t:xt of the SSAR, Figure 6.4 2 and Table 7.51 to reDect these changes.

Response:

VES pressure instrument PT001 is provided for the purpose of monitoring the common header
pressure for the VES air storage tanks. It is used to perform SR 3.7.6.2 in VES technical specification
section 3.7.6. Consistent with past practices, one instrument is supplied because VES consists of a
single train of air storage tanks connected to a common header. Past system configurations used one
pressure instrument per train. Usage of one instrument is considered satisfactory for monitoring
header pressure, because the system can readily accomodate the hookup of a temporary instrument in
the event of instrument malfunction. The connection is readily accessible outside containment in the
auxiliary building.

Regarding the post-accident monitoring function, note that air storage tank pressure is considereo a
secondary indication of system operability, and as such, is designated a category D type 2 variable,
which is non-seismically qualified and has a non-lE power source. Here is no redundant instrument
specified. This is reflected in SSAR table 7.51.

The primary indications of VES system operability post accident are the MCR differential pressure
indicators and the MCR air flowrate instruments. As shown in SSAR table 7.51, these instruments
are also designated as category D type 2 variables. However, they are seismically qualified, are
powered by a Class IE power source, and have redundant instruments. Therefore, the current AP600
configuration for the VES has sufficient instrumentatien to allow for both ncrmal monitonng functions
as well as for post accident monitoring.

SSAR Revision: None

W Westinghouse
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FSER Open item 410.373F (OITS . 6291)

Westinghouse needs to state specifically in the SSAR that no silicone sealant or any other patching
material shall be used on VBS filters, housing, mounting frame, ducts, or penetrations and VES piping,
valves, dampers, or penetrations forming the MCR pressure boundary.

Response:

SSAR subsection 6.4.2.4.l.1 will be revised to state that "No silicone sealant cr any oder patching
material is used on VES piping, valves, dampers, or penetrations forming the MCR pressure
boundary."

SSAR subsection 9.4.1.2.1.1 will be revised to state that "No silicone sealant or other patching
material is used on the main control room / technical suppon center HVAC subsystem filters, housing, .

mounting frame, ducts or penetrations."

S6nR Revision: See markup provide,! with FSER Open item 410.366F.

410, 7 F-1
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FSER Open item 410.374F (OITS . 6292)

Westinghouse needs to revise SSAR Section 6.4.2.4 to specifically state that there will be no adverse
environmental effects to the MCR seahnt materials from the spent fuel pool boiling events, as
evaluated.

Rosponse:
O

SSAR subsection 6.4.2.4 will be revised to state that "There are no adverse environmental effects on
the MCR sealant materials from postulated spent fuel pool boiling events."

SSAR Revision: See markup provided with FSER Oper .em 410.366F.
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FSER Open item 410.377F (OITS 6295)

The non safety-related VBS subsystem (htCR/ technical support center HVAC subsystem) isolates the
MCRE and/or TSC area from the normal outdoor air intake. It provides filtered outdoor air to
pressurize the MCRE and TSC areas to a positive pressure of at least 3.2 mm (1/P-in) water gauge,
with respect to the surrounding areas, when "high" gaseous radioactivity is detected in the MCRE
supply duct. As described in SSAR Section 6.4.3 2, in the event of a "high-high' signal for particulate
or iodine radioactivity in the MCRE supply duct or loss of ac power sources, the redundant safety-
related VBS supply and return isolation valves, located in the MCRE, close and at the same time
safety-related VES begins to deliver air from the emergency air storage tanks to the MCRE by
automatically opening the isolation valves located in the supply line to protect the MCR occupants
from a potential radiation release. After a slight time delay, in which the MCRE pressure increases
slightly duc to the addition of air, the isolation valves open, allowing the pressure relief dampers to
function, llowever, Westinghouse needs to state in specific terms exactly what amount of time delay
and MCRE pressure increase is rc iuired ti. open these ise!.: tion valvee.

Response:

SSAR subsection 6.4.3.2 has been modified to remove the reference to the time delay. At the VES
nominal 65 scfm flow rate, the time delay is not concidered significant.

SSAR Revision: See markup provided with FSER Open Item 410.366F.

T Westinghouse
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FSER Open item 440,745F (OITS 6257)

The staff has reviewed the consequences of the spectrum of postulated fuel loading errors and four.d
that the analyses provided by the applicant shows, for each case considered, that either the error will
be detectable by the available instrumentation (and hence remediable) or the error will be undetectable,
but the offsite consequences of any fuel rod failures is a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines,
thus satisfying the acceptance criteria of SRP 15.4.7. Therefore, the staff concludes that the analysis is
acceptable. However, the SSAR should document a COL action item for the plant specific applicant
to confirm that the available in< ore instrumentation will be used before the stan of a fuel cycle to
search for fuel loading errors. This is an open item.

Response:

As part of the Initial Test Program for AP600, SSAR subsection 14.2.10.4.2 states that the objective of
the Incore Instrumentation System is to "obtain data for incore thermocouple and flux maps at various
power levela during ascension to full power, determine flux distributions and verify proper core
loading and fuel enrichments." Therefore a COL action item is not required.

.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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